STATE: Borno
LGA: Bama
Trigger: Voluntary relocation
Poor living conditions
63 individuals (INDs) arrived at Bama and 72 INDs left Bama during the reporting period. These include 21 INDs who arrived at Banki IDP Camp from Kolofata in Cameroon, 31 INDs who arrived at General Hospital Camp from neighbouring wards in Bama, 11 INDs who arrived at General Hospital Camp from Mashamari in Jere LGA and 72 INDs who left General Hospital Camp Bama for Kunduga LGA.

LGA: Damboa
Trigger: Voluntary relocation
32 INDs arrived at Damboa during the reporting period. These include 27 INDs who arrived at Abori Gate Camp from Abima in Damboa and 5 INDs who arrived at Shuwari Community from Mubi North in Adamawa.

LGA: Dikwa
Trigger: Voluntary relocation
Poor living conditions
4 INDs arrived at Dikwa 20-Housing Unit Camp during the reporting period. These include 3 INDs who arrived from Gwange 1 ward of Maiduguri M.C. and 1 IND who arrived from Gulumba ward of Dikwa.

LGA: Gubio
Trigger: Poor living conditions
6 INDs relocated to Wanzamari village in Gubio from Mofuri village in Gazabure ward of Gubio LGA. They relocated as a result of poor living conditions in Mofuri.

LGA: Gwoza
Triggers: Poor living conditions
679 INDs arrived at Gwoza during the reporting period. These include 360 INDs (returnees) who returned to Wakame ward of Gwoza from Jere LGA, 217 INDs (returnees) who returned to Hausari community from Mubi South in Adamawa State, 52 INDs who arrived at Pulka Transit Camp from Bama LGA, 27 INDs who arrived at Pulka Transit Camp from Maiduguri M.C. LGA and 23 INDs who arrived at the Transit Camp from neighbouring wards in Gwoza. The most urgent needs are food and NFIs.

LGA: Jere
Trigger: Voluntary relocation
6 INDs left Farm Centre Camp Jere for General Hospital Camp Bama.

STATE: Adamawa
LGA: Madagali
Trigger: Attack
1,417 INDs have been displaced from Mildo ward of Madagali LGA to Madagali town due to recent Boko Haram attacks on the village. The attacks occurred from 23 to 25 August and majority of the affected persons fled to Madagali town to seek refuge.
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For more information or to report an alert, please contact:
Henry Kwanin, DTM Project Coordinator: hkwanin@iom.int | +234 9038852524
Fouda Dib, Emergency Coordinator: f.dib@iom.int | +234 970570001
For more DTM information products: http://nigeria.iom.int/dtm